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Opening remarks:  Cllr Ian Auckland, Cabinet Member for Business, Transport & Skills, 

Sheffield City Council 

  

“It’s good to see so many people here today. Our meeting is timely 

because last month Sheffield Council adopted its Vision for Transport, 

which spelled out our aim to create a City with a competitive low carbon 

economy, better environment, healthier population focussed on changing our 

travel culture by empowering people to make more informed travel choices.  

“Transport is pivotal to our plans and why we are keen to create a culture 

where the private car is not always the first choice for transport. 

“We have just seen the publication of the coalition Government Transport White Paper and 

it is good to see Sheffield’s “Let’s Change for Life” school travel initiative mentioned (page 46) 

for anyone who wants to follow that up.  

“I am very interested in the White Paper’s emphasis on changing behaviour through nudging 

people to do more desirable things and more 

desirable choices emphasised in our Transport Vision. 

“It’s important to focus on the two thirds of journeys 

under five miles, the majority presenting realistic 

options for people to change travel behaviour, to 

actualise our wish that private cars are not always the 

first choice for transport.   

Our meeting also connects to the Department of 

Transport recent announcement of the Local 

Sustainable Transport Fund guidelines which 

welcomes bids that demonstrate support from, and 

involvement of, voluntary and community organisation – this is integral to our bid.  

“The Council’s previous bid to the Sustainable City Transport Fund was very well received by 

the Department for Transport; we are hopeful that with your assistance and of others we can 

build to ensure our successful bid.   
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Ben Still, Director of Strategy at SYPTE, will outline how we are going to make this bid and 

how we envisage this event will contribute to our sustainable transport fund bid. 

 

Ben Still, Director of Strategy, South Yorkshire Passenger Transport Executive 

“Our application to The Local Sustainable Transport Fund is a real opportunity to 

implement initiatives we have sought to achieve for a long time which we can 

put in practice, ideally on a large scale.   
“Last week’s White Paper raised important points focussed on local bottom-up solutions 

driven by local communities coming up with solutions as part of the overall package. 

“Walking, cycling and public transport more attractive for people to make and use as trips.  As 

Ian said it is targeted at those two thirds of total trips under five miles.   

“As a result I want to talk about the shape of the LST fund and what we need to put forward a 

good bid as a City. 

“The Fund focuses on growing the economy and cutting carbon 

which are deliberately in the title. 

“We need to find ways and initiatives to meet those challenges 

as stressed by the DfT.  

“The fund is significant – £560 million over four years:  a mixture 

of revenue and capital. Although previously constrained, we 

now have more opportunity to access revenue.  

“The scope is wide; the Fund is interested in packages that meet 

local needs so we can decide how we want to shape that bid 

such as: elements to induce behavioural change; encourage 

choice; traffic management; greening the vehicle fleet; park and 

ride; more general public transport. 

“We must submit our bid by 18
th 

April which is a challenging 

timetable as this must include the sign off processes and 

ensuring community support. 

“The application process will be driven by hard, evidence-based 

requirements to demonstrate our proposal represents value for 

money, will work, is sustainable beyond the life of the fund 

evidenced by community support and the City region’s 

contributions.  

“We face an exciting challenge, we are keen to have community 

participation with ideas from the bottom up and we are very keen to 

hear ideas over the coming days and weeks and we have a variety of 

channels to send out a form and ask people to contribute. 
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Reducing car dependency – International Best Practice; Professor Lenny 

Koh, Management School, University of Sheffield 

See www.sheffield.gov.uk/sotm for Professor Koh’s presentation. 

 

 

Prof Koh’s presentation was followed by a Question and Answer 

session, with participation from the floor. 

The panel: Cllr Auckland, Lenny Koh, Ben Still and Richard Hebditch, 

(Campaign for Better Transport) 

In the Chair, John Grant, Action for Involvement 

Question 1 – Janet Paske: “You mentioned the Japanese experience of eco driving and 

trying to improve traffic flow so traffic would move faster which is apparently more fuel 

efficient. I wondered if you could talk about that in relation to the 20’s Plenty campaign which 

is very much about looking at the wider impact of traffic travelling fast and also about the 

killed and seriously injured statistics.” 

 

A) Lenny Koh: “Eco driving requires a lot of behavioural change at individual and policy 

levels.   Fast driving is not just car drivers but other types of vehicles on the road.  There 

are incentive systems to encourage safer driving within companies and campaigns about 

the danger of speeding in areas with children/schools. Media plays a significant role to 

raise awareness, understanding and impact of dangerous driving. Eco-driving is vital in an 

area that requires maximum individual and behavioural change.  A very similar analogy is 

giving up smoking.” 

 

B) Richard Hebditch: “On the 20mph question, I think it is true that cars are less efficient at 

lower speeds and at higher speeds, but the key thing is how 20mph can encourage people 

to walk and cycle more. Evidence around reducing CO2 is mixed, so tests on a test track 

then it is inefficient to drive around at 20mph. But when driving in stop-start traffic, 

20mph can help smooth traffic flow. It can also be significant in terms of encouraging 

people to walk/cycle for shorter trips. As cars 

are inefficient from cold starts, short trips are 

highly polluting in terms of CO2. Whether zones 

or limits, 20mph, can help to reduce CO2 from 

transport as well.” 

 

STATEMENT:  “To add to that point from a public transport perspective, some initiatives by 

the bus operators and PTE in South Yorkshire for driver training academies have delivered 

reduced carbon and emissions through careful bus driving with a better passenger experience 

through more comfortable bus journeys.” 

 

A) Cllr Ian Auckland: “From my point of view Richard presents the case for 20mph limits on 

an area wide basis.  These are not engineered; they are classic areas where intensive 

community support is required as our communities’ local roads are affected by 20mph 

limits. It should be a whole range of incentives, hearts and minds, selling social benefits of 

walking on short journeys to and from school. I agree pollution evidence is mixed but we 

have significant benefits here and now. 

B) “I was carrying around a pamphlet about non-engineered 20mph zones about  a decade 

ago but the typical response, in Sheffield and from transport engineers around the UK, is 
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that the low cost of lines and signs with little benefit for half or 1 mph speed reduction. 

We know of experiments which show significantly greater benefits which could yield be 

significant benefits with community buy-in.  Part of the reason why it’s important to 

deliver these schemes through local Community Assemblies is it’s your local street, so it’s 

critical to support it locally.” 

 

Question 2 – Chris Venables (Nether Edge Neighbourhood Group): “A comment about 

whether Community Assemblies are the right place to determine if 20mph is practical.  Our 

particular one – South – crosses main roads and isn’t a particularly logical area in my opinion 

for a 20mph zone to be designated.  There would be a better fit if we went further into South, 

South West and Central CA areas. So is the answer CAs or do we need a city-wide approach? 

 

A) Cllr Ian Auckland: “The Council has engineered 20mphs zones but there are still areas 

where we could have a 20mph speed limit. The way I see it is you wouldn’t necessarily do 

a whole CA area in one go. You would look at areas of streets where you could easily find 

out what local people desire and introduce an area wide 20mph speed limit.  The cost in 

Sheffield of doing a 20mph city wide “all in one go” zone would leave very little money for 

other local schemes.  

B) “I think it cost about £600K in Plymouth or Portsmouth, it was £1.5 million in Newcastle so 

scaling that up, it is a sizeable sum even for lines and signs. To do Sheffield all in one go is 

a choice that people would have to make which seems a reasonable choice to be made 

locally as local residents put pressure on their local Councillors to deliver: hand rails, 

dropped kerbs, zebra crossings – this list is pretty endless.” 

 

Question 3 – Robin Lovelace: about the need to consider embodied carbon when 

assessing environmental benefits. 

A) Lenny Koh: Just like other alternatives, the embodied carbon to produce the electric 

car has not been taken into consideration. That is the problem of any low carbon 

interventions and technologies. For example, what is the energy required to produce 

the wind turbine? We always have this debate about the energy used to produce but it 

is important to understand the potential savings, output and looking at the entire 

supply chain. 

 

STATEMENT FROM THE FLOOR: “One thing it would lead to is the rising cost of petrol and if 

people think it is bad now, the future will be much worse. I think 

one thing we have to discuss now, with high petrol prices, is using 

the money raised from fuel to invest in future alternatives and 

justify to us how we spend fuel duty to see a return on it.  Although 

we must encourage walking, cycling, public transport and electric 

vehicles, acting on CO2 is critical. The longer we delay cutting 

carbon the more we have to cut, so we need to act now.   

 

“Electric vehicles are all very well but we will not see any significant 

roll out of it until 2020’s. The Commission on Climate Change says 

even with the most ambitious targets for introducing electric 

vehicles we still need to reduce the distance travelled by car. So we 

need action across many areas to ensure public transport is 

affordable, convenient and well planned, managed cities locally 
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available shops and services so that we don’t have to jump in the car. 

 

RESPONSE: “Planning has been missing from the Panel’s comments. It is vital to change travel 

patterns as well as increase vehicle carbon efficiency. Changing travel patterns requires more 

emphasis on walking and, through the planning system, changing the scale, location, layout, 

density of facilities to reduce our need for motorised travel.   

“Planning is a central issue.  Emphasis on electric cars and increasing motor vehicle efficiency 

omits road safety considerations.  Changing over to electric cars fails to address road safety 

issues and our need to improve health by reduced car travel. Our infrastructure and roads are 

expensive to develop so we are not creating cohesive communities as people jump into cars 

and drive to other areas.  

 

STATEMENT Andrew Flower: “Facts: petrol is not expensive; the tax is expensive and is this 

price which speculators buy before it is drilled. Yes, we must tackle pollution but motorists are 

an easy target; the whole contribution from transport to CO2 is negligible and irrelevant. Why 

not attack aircraft or rainforest, these are the important but the motorist is an easy target and 

it is just not right.” 

 

Question 4 – Ted Gundy (Chair of Carterknowle & Millhouses Community Group): “How 

can we get a better grip on these issues and evidence of the Council’s joined up thinking? I 

spoke to a senior planner today who did not understand the nitrogen dioxide issues.  Planning 

decisions favour car dependent retailing, oppose support to redevelop local or district 

centres; Parks & Countryside Department fails to use land to plant trees near main roads.  

 

“The Council’s bureaucracy is slow and unwieldy. My colleagues and I spoke to people about 

the unused railway trackbed south west of the city to Dore. Although we know it could be 

used very cheap for a tram with Park and Ride at Beauchief, it would take decades.  We 

should feel ideas like that are accelerated.” 

 

A) Cllr Ian Auckland: “I am interested in the comments about integration with planning. 

Distances to work are increasing which I recognise we have to tackle. I have noted comments 

about more joined up thinking in the Council and one way which we hope to do so is to be at 

events like this and listen to what people tell us.  

 

“Railways are a problem and I am glad if a cheap solution 

exists to running the tram on the railway track bed out to 

Beauchief.  In 1999 doubling the railway track at Dore 

Junction and putting the platform back was costed at 

£12.5million; it is still a good idea in the current railway 

plan but nothing happened and I estimate the costs are 

now likely to be £16million. I agree that is very frustrating 

and I agree that we have to make changes on the railway 

happen in less that 15 years and for less that £1million for 

a “plug”. 

 

A) Ben Still: “I echo Ian’s comments. Firstly I wish to address the peak oil question. Peak oil is 

also a problem for public transport;  diesel vehicle running costs will rise in a peak oil scenario. 

It is a concern which tends to lead public transport planners thinking how to raise investment 
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in electric vehicles as well as how to make more efficient transport fleets which is a challenge.  

On the downside, public transport costs and fares will rise, even in a world of peak oil which 

we will have to tackle as best we can. 

 

“The unused trackbed on Midland mainline is a point well made. We are at an early stage in 

work with the DfT on whether we can extend the tram network and tram/train options on to 

the heavy rail network. As with anything to do with the railways it is fairly slow and expensive. 

We are pushing  the Department for Transport as hard as we can on processes affecting 

decision-making to allocate railway funding and lobbying to streamline processes.” 

A) Richard Hebditch: “Congestion is one of the big issues and main gripe of many motorists 

which requires alternatives. It is about enabling transport choices so that driving is not the 

default option to reach your destination. Fuel duty, which has stayed fairly stable as a 

percentage, shows how money is used to invest in alternatives for everyone’s benefit, but we 

have to tackle the carbon emissions from transport and private motoring.  

 

“From transport and domestic UK emissions it is just over a fifth and around two thirds of that 

come from private car.  Debates around carbon – it is always somebody else’s problem to 

reduce it, now it has to be something everyone must do across all sectors.  It has to be about 

what public transport does to reduce carbon so we are not driving around lots of dirty buses, 

we are looking at electrifying and reducing carbon across the fleet. All sectors face this 

challenge and local authorities find it hard to see their role on such a global and national 

scale.  

 

The Local Sustainable Transport Fund is an opportunity to look at how we can use the funding 

to support making greener choices the easy choice. There are things Sheffield and the PTE can 

do using that money to do so.” 

 

Cllr Ian Auckland: “The reality is that we have to take private motorists with us as a key group 

to be persuaded. As Richard says every time anyone makes a more sustainable choice we are 

helping in many ways, we are helping ourselves stay healthier, helping someone else get 

around on public transport, in a car or delivering goods. It is how we all pull together to make 

more sensible, sustainable and relatively pain free choices.” 

 

Question 5 – Neil Parry (East End Quality of Life Initiative): “A comment about public 

transport and the fuels it uses. At the end of this month in Los Angeles the last diesel bus will 

be taken off the road and all the buses will be run on bio 

methane.  We have been talking about an anaerobic 

digester in Sheffield for five years, Veolia now have 10 

rubbish vehicles on bio methane which is very profitable 

for them, they are buying a lot more, getting more 

fuelling stations. 

 

“In Sheffield we still rely on diesel which in terms of CO2 

and air pollution has a big effect, we are not moving on 

that. The rest of Europe – Barcelona are running on gas 

with Europe using gas for public transport and HGVs. We have been talking about it in this city 

for five years and are still not doing anything.  “Bio methane is fuel from waste, the waste 
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material people use – so it is a very cost effective way of doing things, but it seems to be a 

million miles away. 

 

A) Cllr Ian Auckland: “Absolutely it’s a good idea are still plans for the digester but it is 

finding exactly where and getting the necessary investment. Of course the investment in 

public transport fleets is, in the end, a matter for private companies.  What you see in 

other cities is more public investment in fleets and infrastructure which is not the way 

Sheffield is set up.  We can go into issues around public transport ownership and control 

but it’s possibly not for here, but I am very happy to go into a discussion at the end of the 

evening.” 

 

The meeting then broke down into workshops. See Appendix 1 for notes. 

 

Presentation: Richard Hebditch , Campaigns Director, Campaign for 

Better Transport   

“We campaign for transport, for improvement in the quality of life and 

for a better environment. 

“Our report produced last year —the Car Dependency 

Scorecard – Sheffield and Leeds didn’t fare very well. What is 

interesting about that, and something discussed in the groups, is for 

us car dependency is not just improved public transport. Sheffield scored quite well near the 

middle of the table on public transport but scored less well on accessibility, getting close to 

shops, hospitals, local services, cycling and walking. 

 

“We always stress is it not just to improve public transport. A more environmentally friendly 

transport system also entails ensuring choice about walking or cycling to needed destinations. 

“I will talk about the challenges -- problems and difficulty for cities like Sheffield, a little of the 

opportunities and then lessons learned from other cities looked at in the Car Dependency 

Scorecard. 

 

“One thing to look at is how different things could be when comparing London to other big 

cities. London is a foreign country in many ways; it is governed differently to other authorities 

in the UK, it has one person who has responsibility for delivery of strategic planning and 

transport for economic development, whereas other cities have a mix of authorities – PTEs, 

individual cities, districts – planning and highways. 

 

“London has also had significant funding from central government than other UK cities. It has 

had long term funding to plan for the future and make investments over a several years. 

Uniquely in mainland Britain, London controls the bus network. It franchises services. It is not 

a monopoly state provider of bus services, it works with bus companies but states what it 

wants from the bus network and it goes out to the private sector to supply that. 

 

“It also has experience of delivering investment and services over many years and has had 

clear leadership: first with Ken Livingstone to implement the congestion charge and improve 

bus services; then Boris Johnson took forward ideas to improve cycling: cycling hire scheme, 

cycling super highways and now to promote cycling in outer London boroughs. 
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“Cities like Sheffield have had split powers, short-term, much lower funding levels with a 

deregulated bus market.  Merseytravel, have 22 different bus companies in their region, 

whereas other cities such as Birmingham have one near monopoly provider of bus services. 

This makes it much far harder for transport authorities to improve transport outside London 

which is a challenge.   

 

Conversely the Local Sustainable Transport Fund is a big opportunity.  It is significant sum of 

money to promote sustainable transport and it is clear that the DfT wants to see innovative 

approaches to change people’s behaviour, provide information and advice about available 

transport options, and we are keen to see local authorities coming up with innovative ideas. 

 

“Opportunities also exist around new technology.  In London we have had the Oystercard for 

some years which makes public transport easier to use. People have come to expect that 

public transport is difficult, not just expensive but difficult to get around. One thing Oyster has 

done is to demonstrate it can make a real difference. On London’s rail network we have seen 

a million extra journeys due to Oystercard’s use on overground and Underground networks. 

 

“Having a good transport network makes a big difference to getting about; providing good 

information online, over the phone and mapping helps people to realise they can use public 

transport for door-to-door journeys.  Many journeys made by private car could be made by 

public transport.  Providing good information helps people make choices that can make a big 

difference and cities outside London can start to learn from this. National Government seems 

keen to see a national Smartcard to use for all local buses and trains. 

 

“The third thing is how we plan our cities, towns and villages across the UK to encourage 

more walking and cycling, how we can design new neighbourhoods to encourage that and 

integrate shops and services within them.  We can move away from the 1960s when we had 

the cul-de-sacs and the big sweeping distributory roads where it was always quicker to drive 

and harder to walk directly. We can learn from that, go back to the future and return to more 

traditional approaches to street layouts that encourage people to walk and cycle more. 

 

“Cities which have done well have had a consistent vision and 

leadership over a number of years.  Nottingham have made it clear 

they wanted to invest in transport improvements. Cambridge has 

had significant levels of cycling with improvements to public 

transport. Strong local authority leadership has played its part.  In 

Cambridge local authorities have worked well together: county, city 

with MPs’ support.  It also involves all three political parties and 

wider political buy in.  

 

“Secondly is good partnership working between local authorities and 

operators.  Nottingham introduced a statutory quality partnership 

saying that if operators want to use their facilities, their bus stops in 

the centre of the town they have to meet certain conditions around driver training and 

ensuring standards of vehicles which can make a big difference. 

 

“They also looked at working with other public bodies like the NHS, the regional development 

agency (before it is abolished) which enables talk about how to pull down funding from 

different areas.  
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Funding is a challenge for local authorities outside London which central Government cuts will 

make more difficult. It is now how we can bring resources together across local authorities 

and public bodies to make a difference and improve services.  It is also about walking, cycling, 

investing in improvements to public realm and planning system, civic pride and how transport 

can help people feel good about where they live and work. Managing traffic has its impact but 

so does having public transport that you feel you have some influence and control over. 

 

Opportunities exist as we go forward but local authorities can find it hard to do things but it is 

also important to send out a message to national Government about how they invest in 

transport in order to help local authorities shape transport provision, manage demands on 

transport networks and create new neighbourhoods which enable people to walk and cycle 

more often and more frequently. 
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Plenary Session 

Cllr  Ian Auckland: “The leader of the Council has offered co-operation with every party of the 

Council on so many issues, not only transport but the budget and everything 

 

“Much of Council activity is non-contentious,  such as 20’s Plenty.  Contention does exist in 

delivery but most councillors irrespective of political party represent a local area; we are all 

keen to do what we can to improve transport for our local constituents. 

 

“Councillors are united on bus service, more regulation or re-regulation and have all voted the 

same way.  Midland Mainline rail improvements are non-contentious in Council, how it is 

delivered or funded. Electricification/high speed rail is a non-issue and is also straightforward. 

 

“In terms of emphasis – car or anti-car, nudging people and behaviour, tone – politics can be 

about difference and is where political parties have different views. 

 

Richard Hebditch: “A major issue is where different powers at different levels, for example 

control of bus lanes resides with one authority with the 

Passenger Transport Authority in charge of passenger 

transport and planning powers at a different level.  I believe 

Nottingham is a unitary Council which brings it together in 

one place. They are also unique in part owning one of their 

bus companies and the other bus company tends to win 

awards for being one of the better bus companies.   

 

“Transport and planning governance in the bigger cities 

outside of London is an issue, whether at more individual 

units or city region transport authorities where such issues will cross over boundaries. 

Improving passenger transport tends to be across a conurbation, rather than specific areas so 

issues sometimes arose when attempting to please the lowest common denominator.  

 

“Manchester has issues in keeping one Council happy by including a particular road scheme in 

to their local transport plans and investment strategies which no-one really wants but which 

has been on the agenda since the 1940s. Although that doesn’t fit with their strategy, they 

have to keep that council happy. City region transport authorities that brought such powers 

together more effectively is one approach or bringing powers down to a more local level.” 

 

Cllr Ian Auckland: “It is horses for courses as we co-operate well at a South Yorkshire level. In 

Sheffield our city region extends beyond South Yorkshire into Derbyshire to the south. As a 

city region we are keen to improve links and co-operation with the councils to our south and 

have had success with the local enterprise park and soon to be published Local Transport 

Plan. This has a city region type feel and we receive money to spend on local Sheffield 

schemes.  

“I have noted Richard’s comments and will reflect on whether these arrangements can be 

improved as transport is a major issue. It is not just local streets, it is the airport, rail network 

and strategic road network which all impact on ensuring the balance right.” 

 

Richard Hebditch: “Funding and the financing of transport is integral. In London, Transport for 

London has had long term funding from Government whereas other local authorities find it 

particularly difficult to raise revenue.  As most funding comes from central Government, 
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things can be changed on short notice. It doesn’t help when central Government gives the PTE 

funds such as highways maintenance while giving individual district councils funds for 

concessionary fares or reimbursement.  Balancing governance with long term financing and 

funding is the way to help make a difference over a number of years. 

 

Cllr Ian Auckland:  “I certainly could live with the difficulty of organisation with the money 

that London gets and has got over the years.” 

 

Question – about Sheffield’s poor rating in the Car Dependency Scorecard 

Richard Hebditch: “It was partly due to levels of cycling and walking where Sheffield scored 

quite low. Indicators we use include how do people get to school.  We weren’t scoring local 

authority performance rather what the city was like. There were some things about spatial 

layout to help encourage choices that aren’t simply the car which led to Sheffield scoring 

quite low with our chosen indicators.   

 

“We are keen reconsider those indicators. Some evaluate a city’s compactness and how larger 

cities like Sheffield may score less well. It will be more difficult to review these indicators as 

Government is re-assessing its indicators and abolishing some accessibility indicators. We will 

need to look at that but that is the city you inherit which can cause particular difficulties to 

encourage a range of transport choices.” 

 

Cllr Ian Auckland: “I would like to draw the evening to a close and thank our speakers, Action 

for Involvement and staff from Transport & Highways for their invaluable help. I hope you all 

had enjoyable and stimulating conversations. I would especially like to thank everyone for 

coming this evening to support this event.  I will stay around for a while this evening if anyone 

wants to speak to me.” 
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Appendix 1 
Reducing Car Dependency in Sheffield  
Workshop notes – ALL individual contributions are unattributed unless stated. 
 
 
Workshop (1) topics 
a. Improving Public Transport 
b. How do we make cycling mainstream?  

i. Topics are related:  increased use of public transport means less cars on roads wotj 

better conditions for cyclists and public transport which both have problems with the 

number of cars on our roads. 

ii. Offering choice and “nudging” change will not work. 

iii. The PTE can help with solutions particularly the major frustration of bus “bunching” 

and long delays - people know information is available to help. 

iv. Three areas of concern: 

a. Cost: a big problem due to tax implications; 

b. Convenience: need looped, not radial services, plus more consultation on 

changes, and better driving standards; 

c. Cleanliness. 

v. Comments from representative of First buses 

a. Aware reliability is a big problem, but congestion and roadworks are hard to 

cope with; 

b. Need to improve availability of real time passenger information; 

c. Inspectors can re-route buses to stop bunching, but individual drivers are 

instructed to work to their own timetables; 

d. Buses leave the depot clean, but maybe a “mid-service” clean is required; 

e. Know a virtuous circle of improvements leads to greater use and take-up; 

f. Partnership is key; 

g.  Use of smart cards such as Oystercard for passes and ticketsp; 

h. More bus stops with real time information displayed will encourage use if 

customers know how long they have to wait; 

vi. Cycling  

a. Perceived as dangerous but statistically as safe as walking or driving; 

b. Discourse on cycling must reflect reality to avoid inducing fear of cycling; 

c. Car driving standards in this country are fairly high, including in our city; 

d. Cycle training is critical for cyclists, drivers and bus drivers; 

e. Taking bikes on to public transport, such as the tram, needs to be easy; 

vii. Public transport  

a. Not just about buses –look at uses of taxis and other transport forms; 

b. Need to get the message through to those who will not use public transport, or 

cycle; 

c. Need campaigns to raise awareness. 

d. Shops, workplaces and buildings used by the public could display and print 

automatic journey plans for public transport and seen by car users to prompt 

them to consider public transport for their next visit. 
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Workshop (2) topics 
a. Walking 
b. Improving Public Transport 

 

WALKING 

Groups go into the community to encourage more walking and with schools 

For leisure and get off bus earlier 

Effect – increasing amount of walking 

 

Key Issues for people are: 

i. Don’t have any time; 

ii. Don’t know where to walk; 

iii. Say they’re using transport less; 

iv. Ramblers funding runs out in December 2011; 

v. School Travel Advisors (3 people) 

a. Finding out why don’t walk to school; 

b. S6 reduction in journeys to school by car in three years; 

vi. Difficult for people with no/poor sight 

a. Street clutter and lack of tactile buttons at crossings; 

b. Major junctions and city centre very cluttered with barriers or advertising 

which seems to be the product of the authority in many cases;  

vii. Designers need to consider ease of walking space in their designs; 

viii. Hierarchy of types of travellers and order of priority exists but been eroded over years;  

ix. Emphasis felt to be too far in favour of the motorist; 

x. Need to draw on global examples of cultures where pedestrians take priority  

xi. Need pedestrian centred signage rather than vehicle centred;  

xii. State of pavements a disincentive especially for elderly and infirm. 

 

IMPROVING PUBLIC TRANSPORT 

i. Example of Zaagreb – entire city centre tram based; 

ii. We keep erecting major car parks; 

iii. People will only return to city centre with improve public transport; 

iv. Key problem is we have a lack of orbital bus routes with many routes involve coming 

into town and then travelling back out; 

v. Erosion of bus routes over last 20 years; 

vi. Bus use has plummeted since we removed the subsidised service; 

vii. Authority needs to work with bus operators; 

viii. Public consultation last year – but no outcome yet; 

ix. Individual operators run their networks in different ways; 

x. Fundamental problem of bus speeds – dependant on the road network; 

xi. Frequency of changed timetables is a major frustration to  passengers; 

xii. Choice of route – connecting orbital routes no longer exist because not profitable; 

xiii. Need more interconnecting routes; 

xiv. Each bus company has separate tickets that can’t be interchanged; 
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Workshop (3) topics 
a. Why reduce car use?  
b. Smarter Car Use 

 

A. WHY REDUCE CAR USE? 

a. Pollution – environment 

b. Congestion – helps public transport 

c. Safety 

d. Health – choice v impact on community 

e. One–man buses 

f. More walking and cycling : encouraged 

g. More space for other uses  

h. Too “namby pamby” 

i. “Soft ideas” to encourage cycling 

j. Long term 

k. Carbon reduction and climate change 

l. One-to--one interviews about travel 

choices 

m. Cycling inconvenience – hot and sweaty – 

but improves with time 

n. Car parking – difficult and expensive 

o. Obstruction of pavements  

p. Utility – cost and convenience  

q. Margin 

r. Cost of public transport 

s. Audit network to improve alternatives 

t. Include pedestrian counts in audits 

u. Cycling – cultural issue  

v. Part of normal life 

w. Planning – supermarkets 

x. Community 

y. Local centres 

z. Council afraid of supermarkets 

 

B.  SMARTER CAR USE 

a. Only 8 car club spaces 

b. Target 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 household cars 

c. Car sharing 

d. Everyone in a new development a 

member of a car club – car club spaces as 

planning condition 

e. Workplace parking levy 

f. Convert car parking for cycles 

g. Balance change for vulnerable road users 

in accidents 

h. Reduce signs and markings 

i. Reduce stops at traffic lights – notice of 

detection 

j. Change signalled crossings to zebras 

k. Make people aware of enjoyment of 

cycling and walking 

l. Anticipation 

m. Modern technology for car sharing 

n. Shared taxis 

o. Look elsewhere 

p. Bikes suitable for commuting 

q. Journey to school – don’t teach children 

to use a car for a school journey 
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Transport  Market  Place  
 

City Car Club, Matthew Barker, T: 0113 394 3533   

E: matt@citycarclub.co.uk www.citycarclub.co.uk    

Low emission cars and vans available 24/7 with online or phone booking, in 

advance, last minute, hour, day or as long as needed; designated parking bays near 

home or work. Each City Car removes up to 25 privately owned cars. Members are 

more likely to cycle, use public transport or walk than owner/drivers and may 

save carbon equivalent of round trip to Barcelona. 

 

East End Quality of Life Initiative, Neil Parry, Project Co-ordinator, 

T: 0114 285 9911  E: neil@sheffieldct.co.uk   www.sheffieldeastend.org.uk 

A community-based initiative working for social, economic and environmental 

change in Sheffield and beyond. Uses community advocacy, research and 

practical support to Tinsley, Darnall, Handsworth community forum. Diffusion 

tubes monitor nitrogen dioxide levels and co-ordinate community monitoring of 

air quality city-wide. 

 

Fellow Traveller, Michael Wharton, Director, , T:  0113 255 8956 

E:whartonski@gmail.com W: www.fellowtraveller.co.uk 

An alternative transport system gives passengers control over public transport to create 

new demand-led bus, minibus and shared-taxi routes. Efficient, cost-effective and 

reliable door-to-door service, guaranteed seats provided by 

local businesses, sole traders or social enterprises for a better 

passenger experience and a realistic alternative to cars. 

 

Get Walking, Keep Walking, Helen Judge, Project Coordinator    

L: 0114 2053954; M: 07979 693092; E: helen.judge@ramblers.org.uk; 

www.getwalking.org.uk 

Urban walking project to increase regular independent walking for people in Sheffield’s 

deprived areas to increase activity. Programmes encourage people to walk for short 

journeys and daily life to achieve recommended physical activity target of 30 minutes of 

exercise 5 times a week.  

 

Pedal Ready, Carl Beresford, Events Co-ordinator 

0114 241 2775  E: admin@pedalready.co.uk  www.pedalready.co.uk 

A cycling resource for South Yorkshire helps Sheffield's new city cyclists with cycle 

training, free rides, events, Dr Bike cycle safety checks and Bikeability. 

 

Sheffield Campaign Against Climate Change, Jenny Patient, 

M: 07760174335  E: jenny.patient@blueyonder.co.uk   

http://sheffield.campaigncc.org 

Campaigns for national policy to reduce carbon footprint. Lobbies local 

authorities on carbon footprint, No New Coal, unsustainable agrofuels 

and UK leadership at carbon footprint initiatives. 
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South Yorkshire Passenger Transport Executive (SYPTE) Gillian Palmer, Senior Public 

Consultation Officer, T: 0114 2211 285 E: gillian.palmer@sypte.co.uk      

www.travelsouthyorkshire.com 

Represents organisations/operators providing public transport in the region. Help with 

journey planning for buses, trains and trams in South Yorkshire, independent travel advice 

about best travel options including most cost effective travel tickets. 

 

 

Workshop Schedule 

4.00pm Part I:   Marketplace Exhibition & Registration 

4.20    Opening Address, Cllr Ian Auckland 

4.30   International best practice to reduce car dependency, Professor Lenny Koh, 

 Associate Dean, University of Sheffield  

4.50    Q&A - Question Time style panel with Professor Lenny Koh, Sheffield City 

  Council & Richard Hebditch 

 

5.30    Coffee Break with Marketplace 

 

5.45    Part II:    Summary by Cllr Ian Auckland 

5.50    Richard Hebditch, Campaign for Better Transport 

6.05    Workshops 

6.45    Plenary 

7.00    Summation & close 
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